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Mangana a pie

The activities of the LXXV Congress and National Championship Charro Michoacán 2019 José María Moreloss are Pavón arriving in half a week with unequal chances for the teams in the AA category, but marked the work of U.S. squad Rancho Los Laureles in Colorado, who entered the fight for a place in the quarter-final with 266 points. That team, from the
city of Denver, won competition on Wednesday night, in which North Houston, Texas, ended up with 249 units and the Charros in Puebla, without the passage of death, which sunk with 242 if many. Neither made the squad which saw action in Thursday's first act go over the 270 good lines, as JMR Palma Delgadita added 261 and Jaral in progress came in
196 if many, both from Zacatecas, while Hacienda Chavez of Colorado became 166 units. And in the afternoon, Rancho El Diamante de Jalisco closed with 263 points, and 238 Charros de Huimanguillo Walter Herre Ramírez of Tabasco with 215 and whom the Dorados in Oaxtepec, Morelos, ended. On Wednesday night, the a recognition was given to Mr.
Nicolás Serafín Flores Juárez de Jacona, Michoacán, by the Board of Directors of the Federation, represented by the general prosecretaria, engineer Pablo Cerón González, as a tax payer to a pole of Charrería del Michoacana del Charrería. On Thursday morning, at the Hotel Hotel, the national college job was opened in announcement at the Charro 2019
National Congress; the announce will have four sessions, throughout this weekend, to discuss topics of interest in the charrería narrative. On behalf of engineer Leonardo Dávila Salinas, president of the Federation, Mexican de Charrería (FMCH), Dr José Guadalupe Uribe Curiel, national coordinator of lokite charros, warmly greeted Plisa about 40 members
in this sector, who came together from several points in the Mexican Republic. In the first part of the day, the announcements worked on the elaboration and improvement of data collection sheets, where they were concerned with finding team data, as well as the kidney and accompanied members, so that in this way they can be correctly called to the
parade for face development. In addition, a database was available in broadcasting containing information from the national team, individual champions and skirts, so that the list of teams and competitors of the charreada can be mentioned. They were immediately visited by accountant Salvador Sánchez Sánchez, the FMCH's secretary of Sport, who was
encouraged to continue with the good performance school; The advisers highlight that announcements are an essential part of the chariot and are responsible for fighting the party. If a party gets tough for teams and the scores are not the best, you can get those in enjoying the show, Salvador Sanchez said. He was also invited to continue to preserve
charreía's sense of speech, the color of the horses and all the oral traditions that enriched the charrería. To the conclusion of the day a workshop of the impossation of the voice was held, where they were practicing exercises to improve breathing, dictionary and creep of Felipe Morales's voice in San Luis Potosí, who shared techniques for improved speech.
Activities will continue with talking about charra clothes; a palace dedicated to the Zapatista Horse, provided to Isaiah Alanís Trujillo; The charrería eface by Miguel Becerril Ortiz, and presentation of the book La Charrería en Chilpancingo by Isaías Alanís Trujillo and Tulio Pérez Calvo, closed with the Octavio Chavez to talk about the horse, the hacienda and
the charrería. The best closing activity skirts of the day were Flor de San Juan, from Hidalgo, who scored 308.33 points in his performance in tonight's competition. It was only marked 56.66% bad in an intervention in which the total of his routines were 346 goals, producing 304 sum bases and 42 more, plus 19 of the councils executed with expertise Ruby
Becerril Zavala and Jimena Rivero Becerril. Capt by Claudia Rivero Ramírez, with the Federation and the Association of charros María José de Tolcayuca, his routine was accompanied by the musical Violin Huapago, Complete list of members and ladies maría Luz Ramírez Calderón, Elena Sánchez Paredes, Carla Sarmiento Ramos, Itzel Patrón Sánchez
and Gardenia Palapa. For their own party, the Artisan of Exile had closed their participation with 241.00 points, with 10 good points from Rosalía Tejeda Blanco, captain of the squad, and Fernanda Rodríguez Tedada. They formed the association of charros Hacienda Santa Cruz del Valle, participated with the Carmentea music and received 111 in exchange
for 304 of the core sums of the routine and 42 additional in the exercises. Sofia Villafaña Malfavón, Ahtziri Yokebed and Johari Yaritzi Malfavón Manzo, Camila Alvarez Esquivel, Rosalía Rodríguez Tejeda and María Martínez Estrada. With 302.33 points ending Alacranas de Durango, taking women's night competition, and the guarismo might be much
greater not because the councils of Kathya Elizabeth Alvarez and Reginaón León Gutiérrez left without more of the drag, charging nine units. In contrast, the routine finds 304 in sum of grounds and 52.66fringements, resulting in an end above the three-hundred line. Beatriz Pérez Gavilán Arreola is captain of this squad, a member of the Unión Laguna de
Durango Association, which executed its evolution and background in traditional music of Pávido Návido; Marisol Rodríguez Moya, Delsy Arabeth and Fátima Noemí Burciaga López, Estefanía Carolina Hernández, in addition to Miriam Guadalupe González González, completed the team. Flor del Valle, from Jacona, Michoacán, scored 240.33 points, thanks
to the 11 in the councils executed by Paola Castillo Barajas and Hannah Paula García Castillo, along with 304 in sums at base and 42 additional, but sanctions and 112.66 evaluations. They are part of the Association of Charros de Jacona, instructed by Rodolfo Peña, and his performances accompanied by the theme song Balajú, remaining members Denis
Reynoso Magaña, Maricarmen Alvarez Morales, Erika Briseño Vázquezz, María Guadalupe Ceja Estrada and Paulina Flores Oseguera. Guadalupana de Michoacán remained below the line of three hundred and 296.00 points, corresponding to his task 14 of the councils executed by Sharenny Alondra Valadez Ferrera and Zitlaly Martínez Arias, added to the
304 base sums of the routines and 42 other due to the difficulty of the exercises. Instead, the judge ladies found infraction in the order of the Bad 64 Men, so that michoacana's ladies compromise for the semi-final. This skirmish is part of the association Rancho Hermanos Alvarez, acting with the traditional theme Michoacan Juan Colorado, and is comprised
of Carol Dimas Pérez, Daniela Rodríguez Salgado, Irma Sánchez Paz, Janeth Cid Pérez, María José Villabos Magaña and Dirrana Aguir Ochoa. With less likely he completed the Skirts Half Moon in Rio Verde, San Luis Potosíí, with 225.00 units, due to the 134 penalties with which he finished his performance, insopathic 304 in the sum of the base and 42
more on the positive balance sheet, with 13 more of the points presented by Alejandra Guerrero Sánchez and the captain, Valentina Guerrero Isaac. Instructed by Arely Rivas Pérez, they performed with the music How beautiful this life is, and the exhaust of Ladies Of Ladies Porto also consist of Hilda Urbina Martínez, Zaira Itlze Bautista Alvarado, Elia
Beatriz Sánchez Gómez, Soria Concepción Rocha Jasso, Adriana Mercado Guerrero, Paloma Guerrero Isaac, as well as designated the alternate, Diana Jazín Esparza, the federator and their regional. The Laurels bring their classification Rancho Los Laureles to Colorado, the United States of America, in the eyes of the PUA, Roy de Robles Talamantes,
won the competition with 266 points, which Sipriano Ledezma opened with 19 horse points, two pials on the Moncada Rodolfo fabric of 20 each, although in the college they won 59 years, were the best elements josé Juan Martínez and 35. The tall mountain of José Pedro Salas for 17, the top of 25 Alberto Aguilar and the arena was completed by Jesús
Cantú and his stack loop of 28 good. He did not repair the tie to Juan Martínez and recalize eight if so many, A mangane on the foot of Jesús Cantú 24, two on horseback by Alberto Aguilar of 14 and 18 with two bonuses, concluded his performance with 14 of the passings in death that Julián Martínez completed in the second round. Texas, Daniel Franco
has healed a picture of 16, plus 79 units in college, corresponding to 30 at Oscar García, 28 of Cástulo Franco and 21 of Ulyses García. Although they didn't accumulate good to mount the ball, the terna was executed by Daniel Franco and Oscar García with their ties of 20 points each, ahead of them in the sixth minute. There was also no chance of the rider
tying, Cástulo Franco hit a 22-foot mangana, two on Franco Daniel's horse ride of 22 and 25 with an additional time, with 14 in the passing death that Yair Rivera completed on second points to finish 249 points. Charros de Puebla's career began with José Osorio's horses at 25 tantos, swimming in piales, and in the college they accumulated 61, they were
27 by Rafael Avellaneda and 17 from both Santiago Macías and Gabriel Osorio. Monta De Don Hugo García, who found 18 if many, top ties of 19 from Loy Fernando and The Arena completed by Juan Antonio Hernández with the picture of the 25-point ring. Pretty good rider Juan Martínez, getting 22 units, two mangana on foot that demolished Juan Antonio
Hernández at 24 and 21 and three others, Loy grabbed another on 24 horses, but he could not fill the passage of death, closed with 242 points. Brilló el Diamante Rancho El Diamante de Jalisco took the triumph with 263 points, being 34 in the cover of Alfredo Quezada, subtracting two of the piales, plus 72 from the college, and 27 from Juan Rodarte, 24
from Bardo Díaz and 21 from Rubén Rodarte. Adam Chavez's ride was rated 20 points, a top 29 points from Bardo Díaz and completed by Jesus Francis Estrada with a photo of the 24-unit. José Najar found 17 out of his tie rider, a mangan on foot from Jesús Francisco Estrada at 20, another on horseback from 27 from Bardo Díaz and 22 from the death of
Jorge García. Charros de Huimanguilo Walter Herre Ramírez of Tabasco had the first 22 points due to the horse in Sabino Herrera, did not hit padal and in the college they found 73, being 31 of Seiner Herrera, 23 of Sabino Herrera and 19 of Rodrigo Chable. The ox did not repair Alberto Getting nine good, top tie Carlos Graniel at 27 and the plot was
completed by Manuel Graniel and his pial in the ring of 22 units. Efraín López tying the rider to harvest 18 if many people, and Manuel Graniel covered himself in glory in tears down his three manganas on foot 23 each, however there was no hit on horseback, and they did not end the passage of death, which ended with 238 points. Los Dorados de Oaxtepec,
Morelos, began their participation with their left foot as they got into question with nine points, but scores 92 good people in the turmoil, without missing a single heart, being 31 in both Francisco Herrera and Adrián Mendoza, and 30 of José Alfredo Pérez. Francisco Javier Ortiz got 19 at Hulk Ball, although in the arena only 25 in the top tie that Rafael Aguilar
has rated in his first opportunity.Gerardo Caballero scored another 16 in the Tie Channel, Rafael Aguilar has healed a mangana on foot in his last chance for 27, another on horseback by Jesús Maya at 24 , and 21 of the passages of Knight's death, finished with 215 points. JMR morning's Palma Delgadita of Zacatecas began with horse cover in 26 units
Miguel Martínez, without chance of piales and kicking added 84, and 32 by Juan Manuel Ruiz Rojero, 28 by Juan Manuel Lara and 24 by Juan Manuel Ruiz Briones. Oscar López added 8 of the rider to taurus, and in the ternal accumulated 27 of the top votes of José Alfredo Lara Ruiz and 16 of Víctor Pérez to shape his wheels, completing this task of time
and form. Esaú Cabral contributed 14 of the tie jockey, two manganas on the foot of José Alfredo Lara to collect 48 times, another on horse by Juan Manuel Ruiz at 16, and was completed against Esaú Cabral with a passenger's death 22, concluding with 261 points. Another Zacatecan squad, Jaral del Progreso, achieved his first 23 points for jorge Flores in
horse cover, reducing two of the pials and kicking got 67, which 29 matched José Flores, 23 of Flores Adolfofo and 15 of Jorge Flores. Already in the ring, José Arandas managed to add 17 of the taurus rider, although they had only received a link topped with 21 points, were executed by Ernesto Ramírez, since they had no fortunes in the area. In monta's
next case, José Daniel Rodríguez saved seven units on the back of the tie, a mangan on the foot of Agustín del Río del 23, another on horseback by Ernesto Ramírez at 21, with identical credentials to the passage of Rodriguez's death, finished with 196 points. On the 2nd Hacienda Chávez of Colorado, the United States of America, Pedro Chavez executed
15 horse covers, swimming in the Gladys, and amassed another 72 if much of the boulfighting, winning 27 from Alex Flores, 26 from Paul Marcial and 19 from Pedro Chavez. Nothing on the mountain falls, the revelry de Juan Mora was rated 29 and was able to complete the Samuel Ramirez arena with his pial in the 18th place. Immediately, Javier Portillo
was able to find eight of the rider tied, swimming in mangana on foot, one of 22 horses Juan Mora, closed with 166 points. Julián Martínez executed passage of death in the second round by Rancho Los Laureles to Colorado rider JMR Palma Delgadita presented by Miguel Angel Martínez Momento in which Mr Recognition. Nicolás Serafín Flores Juárez by
engineer Pablo Cerón González this Thursday began to symposium at the National College of Charros announced in the capital michoaca Buena Buena the tip of Ruby Becer Zavala , from Hidalgo to Hidalgo's Flor skirmish
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